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Details of Visit:

Author: crazydude
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 2 Jul 2015 8:00
Duration of Visit: 9 Hours
Amount Paid: 830
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 00-44
Website: http://www.00-44.com
Phone: 07017000044

The Premises:

The Lady:

Gemma is a busty and very pretty young English student. She was dressed in a a smart mid length
soft fabric dress that really showed off her ample bust. It reminded me of the woollen dresses girls
used to wear when I was younger and as such was a huge turn on. I was instantly attracted to
Gemma and a good job too as based on the Agency advise I had chosen Gemma to stay all night.
Louise was the complete opposite. Very tall and very slim with small boobs and lovely blond hair.
She was dressed in tight jeans that gave a hint of those legs to come. Louise is from Lithuania but
has been in the UK for many years and speaks English like a native. She also offered to pay for the
extra bottle of wine we drank which was very sweet and showed her freshness and "innocence".
God knows where 00-44 find these girls but they really are a breath of fresh air.

The Story:

I have had it in my mind to organise a bi duo for some time. The problem with most of these two
girls sessions in my experience - and I've done a few in the past - is that either the girls don't gel or
they are not in any way bi. This can be a real turn off and has the reverse effect to what you might
imagine. I chose 00-44 because I have had a good experience in the past and they don't bullshit.
Now seriously both my bits and my wallet can't stand two girls for long so I wanted to organise a
date where my "lover" gets an escort for an hour or so to experiment. Pat who answered the phone
understood my role play request well and recommended a new girl Gemma for the overnight
girlfriend and another girl Louise for the experiment. Even more exciting was a review on the same
two that appeared a few days later!

When the two girls knocked on my hotel room door I was knocked out! They fitted the bill perfectly!
Gemma was more or less a 10 for me and Louise also as a complete contrast in hair and build.
Gemma was also wearing that lovely dress whoopee - I do love girls who wear dresses. We sat
down and I poured them both a glass of cool white whine. Both girls are very articulate and "well-
bred" educated to degree standards and amazingly totally up for sexy sex. After a short chat we got
down to action with some soft kissing 1-1, 2-1 and 2-1 if you know what I mean. After that it just
went crazy from putting my hand inside Gemma's soaking when panties to watching Louise - who is
more bi by admission - sucking off Gemma really close hand. I'm not sure how much each girl came
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but it was a least twice possibly three times for Gemma. I myself amazingly managed to hold back
despite some heavy activity with both. So when Louise left after 90 minutes I still had a full
load.(and that doesn't happen often) Gemma was hungry but before we departed for some well-
earned dinner she gave me a super soft and long BBJ. Poor girl I practically filled her entire mouth
when I came after all that foreplay.

After dinner we had the whole night to chat and make love and that's exactly what we did. She even
had some changes of sexy attire to entice me. In the morning we cuddled in the warmth before a
powerful missionary session left me to enjoy the morning late checkout in bliss. And I'm still in bliss
now just thinking about it. This is as good as it gets and to my mind one of the best sex sessions I
have ever had paid or not.
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